Golden Mountain Walking Track
Strathbogie Forest
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Geological history of the Strathbogie Forest

The boulder formations and rocky outcrops seen in the Strathbogie Ranges are the result of geological processes that began between 300 and 400 million years ago. After the sea withdrew during the Devonian period, there was a large scale crustal collapse which resulted in two volcanic cauldrons. Eruptions built up large layers of volcanics and the emplacement of granitic rock which has been eroded to the present day to form the Strathbogie Ranges.

Gold was first found in the area in 1851. This was shortly after gold had been discovered in Victoria for the first time. During the gold rush in 1860, alluvial mining occurred on the mountain but the rush lasted only for a short time with the area all but deserted by the end of 1861. Many of the miners headed for Jamieson. At its peak, production of alluvial gold was reportedly around 6,000 – 7,000 oz per annum. Gold production diminished towards the turn of the century and only small operations continued.

Quartz crystal has also been mined in the Strathbogies and one crystal mine operates within the forest. The crystal is used for piezo-electric applications including radio transmitters. A 1.7kg crystal known as ‘Crystal King’ was mined in the Strathbogies, which at the time was the largest hand faceted stone in the world. Unfortunately, visitors are not permitted at or around the active Crystal King Mine.

This forest drive plus a walk starts 23 km from the Strathbogie Township. From Euroa it is a 45 minute drive to the start of the track. The drive takes you deep into the Strathbogie Forest to reach the start point which is 12.7 kms from the end of the bitumen on Tames Rd, or about 25 minutes drive from Strathbogie.

The walk is recommended as a slow ramble towards the peak of Golden Mountain. Walking along old logging tracks you will pass large moss covered granite boulders, Eucalypts including Peppermint Gum and Ti-tree thickets. At the summit you will be rewarded with magnificent views to both the east and west.
Our path follows the old logging track just to the south of the stack. Head in a westerly direction into deep forest, at first walking through the tree thicket and then becoming more open. The Mountain Grey Gum are giants in this part of the forest and exploration off the path is recommended as long as you don’t get lost!

The path is easily followed and heads below the spur that links Golden Mountain with Tels Mountain. At one point on the path the motorcycles have veered off the track and headed up the spur as a massive tree has fallen and blocked the way. For an agile walker it is not necessary to leave the track as the tree is negotiable. After this obstacle the path is an easy walk as it heads up towards Golden Mountain.

As you come up the rise the path meets the Golden Mountain track. Follow it up the hill and as you reach the summit of the track, veer to the right to the trig point on the top. From here to the west between the trees are views to Mount Wombat and the Tableland.

The real gem of the walk lies back down at the base of this path just east of the Golden Mountain track. There is a cliff face looking east. From the edge you can view Lake Eildon, The Paps, and further into the high country to Mt Buller and Mt Stirling and The Bluff.

From here, either you follow the same path back or the more venturesome could follow the ridge that lies above the old logging track you have walked on and meet the track back half way home.